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HIGH RESOLUTION HAND DATASET FOR JOINT MODELING K. Hollerbach [[email protected]], A. E. Ashby [ashby3 @Ilnl.gov], C. Logan [[email protected]], H. Martz [[email protected]], P.-L. Bossart [[email protected]], and D. Rikard [rikardl @Ilnl.gov] University of California, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, P. 0. Box 808, Livermore, CA 94550 '



The system used for the CT scanning consisted of a 160 kV x-ray source with a 0.2 mm focal spot and a 1.9 mA tungsten anode. A 0.4 mm copper filter was interposed to reduce beam hardening and scatter by making the x-rays more monoenergetic. A Thompson solid state linear x-ray imaging system with 1024 elements and a Gd202S scintillating screen was employed. Since there was 3X magnification, the 0.45 by 0.6 mm detector element size yielded an effective pixel size of 0.15 by 0.2 mm. The step size in the Z direction was only 0.166 mm, not the height of the detector. The projection data set consisted of 848 ray sums over 1000 angular views. There were approximately 1083 slices obtained over a seven inch specimen. Each slice was reconstructed into 750 by 750 pixels, using a convolution back-projection algorithm.



I. ABSTRACT A cadaver handwrist was CT scanned with an industrial system to give a high resolution data set for finite element modeling of stresses and kinematics.



II. INTRODUCTION Because precise joint geometries are essential for accurately modeling kinematics of diarthrodial joints, the datasets available from medical CT scans are of insufficient precision to give surface definition of the bones and cartilage of the hand. Numerous commercial and research datasets (both CTs and MRIs) have been reviewed, and have been found to be of either inadequate resolution or inadequate conmst between bone and soft tissue. Previous attempts at overcoming the problem of resolution included acquiring orthogonal CT scans. Even by merging orthogonal datasets, adequate resolution has not been achieved. MRI scans provide high resolution (down to 100 microns); however, bone surface definition is crucial to kinematic modeling, and MRI does not give sufficient delineation between bone and soft tissue, especially within the joint capsule. At Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL), there have been prior attempts at obtaining datasets with industrial CT [l]; however, the data were difficult to segment because of cone-beam artifacts. This and other problems have been overcome by using a scanning system that employs a h e a r detector array. Because the industrial CT system is optimized for data acquisition, not for minimization of radiation exposure or procedure time, a fresh-frozen cadaver extremity was used rather than a live subject . The hypothesis was that an industrial CT scan with a linear detector array on a cadaver limb would yield a high resolution scan that could be readily segmented, even at the joint surfaces. The dataset will be used in the development of a finite element model for studies of joint biomechanics and prosthesis design.



IV. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS The dataset obtained provides both the high resolution required for joint surface definition, as well as contrast between cortical and trabecular bone, and between tendons and other soft tissue. This high-resolution dataset facilitates semi-automated segmentation of the bone and tendon surfaces. See Figure 1, where a slice through the proximal phalanges demonstrates the resolution and contrast obtained. Figure 2 shows a 1D profile of the signal intensity along the line inserted in Figure 1. The differences in signal intensity can be used to select thresholds for the segmentation process. Signal intensity analysis also verifies that identical signals were obtained from sirhilar tissue types throughout the field of view. Each of the slices can be segmented and tissues identified using the "Visu" software developed at LLNL. Once the slices have been segmented, 3D surfaces can be generated and meshed into finite elements, using any of several algorithms. Future plans include high resolution scans of the knee and other joints.
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A fresh-frozen right hand was obtained from a 53 year old female who expired from breast cancer. The hand was mounted and immobilized in a four inch diameter Lucite cylinder by surrounding it with low density, quick-setting foam insulation. The insulation was found to be an ideal mounting material because of its stability and low radiation attenuation.
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Figure 1: Cross-section of CT data set of human hand at the level of the proximal phalanges in the fingers. The thumb is located in the upper left comer. The line drawn through 2nd - 4th digits represents the x-coordinate in the signal intensity graph (Fig. 2).



Figure 2: Graph of signal intensity (y-coordinate) along line shown in Fig. 1 (x-coordinate). Each peak in signal intensity represents a white region (bone)). Thus, the fist two peaks (small x-coordinaks) represent the index finger, the second lwo peaks represent the middle finger, and the final two peaks represent the ring finger.
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A cadaver handwrist was CT scanned with an industrial system to give a high resolution data set for finite element modeling of stresses and kinematics. II. 
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